presents a new range

By Proludic

Play value naturally

Proludic introduces a new range created by our design team
and manufactured in our own production facilities.
The Origin’ range comprises of a series of trails and multi-play structures.
Modular in design and offering progressive levels of difficulty,
Origin’ enables play areas that are in perfect harmony
with their natural surroundings.

By Proludic

Play value naturally
Origin’ has grown from the instinctive desire children have
to play and interact with the natural environment.

The interaction between each element embraces the existing
personality of the site.

Our design team took inspiration from the natural elements
that surround us developing a concept that harnesses all
of our design, manufacturing and landscaping expertise in
a playful and inspiring way.

The structures appear as part of the landscape, integrating
the play area into the natural environment.

The range captures the essence of nature by combining
natural materials with clean product lines, minimal design
and essential play activities, the fundamental principles of
the Origin’ range.

For the children, the space that opens up before them is
enriched with new learning experiences.

www.proludic.com
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C o n c e p t
Origin’, a range that takes shape within the freedom of nature
Born from a desire to extend nature through original play structures,
Proludic created this range by combining creativity and the use of a
solid, unprocessed, living material: robinia.
Our designers follow the contours of this naturally irregular wood to
bring a structural and functional idea to life in each piece of play
equipment.
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Each piece of equipment has the shape of the wood from which it
is made. The colours are neutral. Design and nature feed off one
another, so that playhouses and balancing equipment blend quite
naturally into their surroundings.
The equipment’s functional expression is enriched by this originality.
This genuine connection with nature offers children an experience
that enhances their motor, tactile and sensory skills.
While the creative principle behind this range results in unique
structures, the technical constraints of using natural woods are
mastered to perfection. Each piece of play equipment is designed
and built by Proludic in compliance with safety standards.
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Robinia, a wood naturally suited to play
Robinia wood offers many advantages.
Known for its durability and resistance in outdoor environments to insects, fungus, and inclement weather, robinia
guarantees the longevity of playground facilities.
Rot proof and stable over time, it can be installed in the ground without the need for chemical treatments.

With its curved and rounded shape, robinia lends itself naturally to rural environments
and park settings. It is simple to use, requiring very little work beyond sanding to make
it smooth to the touch.
Splinter-free and stable after prolonged exposure to the sun, it reduces the risk of injury
and ensures optimum safety.
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Robinia is a living material on which time will leave its mark.
Ultraviolet rays and oxidation will lead to the natural ageing of
the wood’s surface. Its colour will change and it will acquire a
patina over time.

The robinia used for the Origin’ range is FSC-certified, which
means it comes from sustainably managed European forests.
This choice is part of the environmental strategy which Proludic
has had in place for many years.
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Origin’: play in its raw state
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The play equipment in the Origin’ range
reproduces the very essence of what nature
has to offer: a forest walk, crossing a stream
on stepping stones or over an uprooted tree
trunk, a playhouse made of fallen branches,
an adventure trail that includes climbing,
sliding and observation.
Here children play in nature, with nature
and using nature. Their senses are
awakened and stimulated by visual and
tactile contact with the robinia.
Even within an urban setting, the play
equipment and structures will open the
door wide onto a world packed with
discoveries and experiences.
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J4900A

J4901A

J4902A
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J4903A

J4904A

The elements in the Origin’ range are
designed for children aged 2 to 10 to
develop their physical and motor skills.
Used together, they form a trail with
different levels of difficulty.
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Example of a climbing trail

To begin with, children walk on blocks
and cross low bridges, enabling them
to develop their sense of balance and
overcome their fear of heights.
As they advance, the pieces become
progressively narrower, higher and more
challenging. The techniques needed
to negotiate each obstacle become
more varied and complex and involve
developing special awareness and
dexterity.

Example of a balancing trail
J4905A

J4906A

J4907A
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J4908A
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Children can step on rounded beams, moving walkways and flexible
ropes. Co-ordination, stamina and self-control are required to master
the climbing equipment and structures that they encounter.

J4909A

J4910A

Another advantage of this equipment is that it can be used in the
context of supervised educational play activities, forming part of learning
programmes run by a teacher, activity leader or sports coach.

J4911A
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J4912A

J4913A

The Origin’ range becomes a land of
adventure with its multi-play combinations
Playhouses and balancing trails combine
to create structures that cover all the basic
play functions, whilst also blending in
perfectly with the surrounding environment.
There are limitless combinations. Triangular
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towers with different floor heights, ladders,
climbing ramps, fixed and mobile bridges,
tunnels,

vertical

nets,

climbing

walls,

slides and fireman’s poles... All of these
elements make for original, tailor-made
play combinations.
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The option of a colour coating adds to the
originality of the range. The climbing walls
and side panels made of larch can be painted
in various shades, bringing a touch of natural
harmony.

Origin’: Play areas
in harmony with their
natural setting

J4930A

J4931A

The Origin’ range integrates perfectly in an unspoilt
natural setting.
The play area is designed and takes shape around the
specific features of each site, adapting to fit its contours

J4932A

J4933A

and vegetation.
The layout is conceived like a landscape architecture
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project, with the design inspired – dictated even – by the
nature of the site itself. Each installation is planned and
built to fit in with the intrinsic characteristics of the site.
This approach leads quite naturally to the construction of
original, unique play areas.

J4934A

The Origin’ range integrates seamlessly, to create play
areas where nature, play structures and children exist
in perfect harmony. This interaction adds an extra
dimension to the play value of the area encouraging play
and adventure in a natural setting.
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Installation
Installation of the structures in the Origin’ range requires
specific know-how, owing to the very characteristics of
robinia:
- The structural stability of the play equipment is ensured
by ground anchoring, with minimal use of concrete.
- The irregularity and curvature of the uprights combine to
make each piece of play equipment a unique structure
which needs assembling and setting out appropriately.
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This bespoke assembly process involves making all the
necessary adjustments to ensure that the play equipment
complies with current safety standards.

Proludic has a wealth of experience in the excavation,
setting out and installation processes.
Our expert staff are dedicated to ensuring the success of
each project. Their technical skills and knowledge of the
regulatory framework are your guarantee of a reliable,
durable installation.
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The colours reproduced in this brochure may not be true to life, Proludic reserves the right to change specifications and make product improvements
to any of our products at any time without notice. Information in this brochure was correct at the time of printing.
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of information,
Proludic cannot accept any responsibility for any errors or omissions and this brochure does not form part of any contract.
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